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The problem of a spin-1/2 impurity pla ed at the enter of a small
metalli sphere and onta t ex hange is redu ed to the Bethe Ansatz solution of the Kondo model in a nite box. The average level spa ing is an
additional energy s ale ompeting with TK . We obtain the energy levels
as a fun tion of TK for two s-states, as well as the T -dependen e of the
entropy and the sus eptibility. The results depend on the parity of the
number of s-states.
PACS numbers: 75.20.Hr, 75.75.+a, 73.22.f

The main dieren e of a Kondo impurity pla ed at the enter of a nanosized sphere with the standard Kondo problem is that the energy spe trum
of the host is now dis rete. Two main approximations are adopted (i) the
onta t ex hange intera tion, whi h restri ts the intera tion of the impurity
to s-waves, and (ii) the equal spa ing of the s-wave energy levels (properties are expe ted to depend only on the average energy spa ing at the
Fermi level), whi h redu es the model to an ee tive one-dimensional one
with a linear dispersion. Both approximations are usually also adopted in
the thermodynami limit, the latter orresponding to a onstant density of
states. In addition we onsider only forward moving parti les to avoid the
degenera y of states with momentum k and k. The Hamiltonian is then
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with periodi boundary ondition in the interval ( L=2; L=2), and S and
s are spin 1/2 operators for the impurity and the host. The s aling of the
energy with large L leads to the onformal towers for the ex itations.
In nanos ale systems the properties depend on the parity of the number
of s-ele trons. If an s-state pins the Fermi level (odd N ) the ground state
is Kondo spin ompensated. This ase has been extensively dis ussed in
Ref. [1℄ for N = 3 and N = 5. In this paper we study the situation of a nons-state level pinning the Fermi level (even N ). Here a thermally a tivated
Kondo ee t [2℄ an take pla e in whi h the ground state is magneti , but
the spin ompensation o urs at intermediate temperatures.
The Kondo ee t in an ultra-small metalli grain has been studied previously using the non rossing diagram approximation within the framework of
an Anderson impurity [3℄. It was found that the Kondo resonan e is strongly
ae ted when the mean level spa ing is omparable to TK and it also depends on the parity of the number of ele trons. An Anderson impurity like
model in a nite size system was also studied by Büttiker and Staord [4℄ in
the ontext of tunneling into a quantum dot embedded or as a side-bran h
to a small metalli ring.
Model (1) is identi al to the Kondo Hamiltonian solved by Andrei [5℄ and
Wiegmann [6℄ by means of two nested Bethe Ansätze in terms of a set of N
harge rapidities fkj g and a set of M spin rapidities f g, whi h satisfy
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where em () = ( + im=2)=( im=2), j = 1; : : : ; N , and = 1; : : : M . Here
g is an ee tive oupling related to the Kondo ex hange via g = tan(J=2).

Rapidities within one set have to be all dierent. ThePmagnetization and
the energy are given by Sz = 12 (N + 1) M and E = N
j =1 kj .
The se ond set of equations (2) is independent of the harge rapidities kj
be ause the impurity spin does not ouple to the harges. It arises from the
se ond (nested) Bethe Ansatz, whi h is essentially a generalized Heisenberg
hain of length N + 1 (N ele trons and the impurity) with M ipped spins
from the ferromagneti va uum state. There are, however, two important
dieren es with the usual Heisenberg hain: (1) the expression of the energy
is dierent, and (2) the symmetries of the Heisenberg ring are broken. The
latter is evident from the fa tor involving g 1 , whi h in the thermodynami
limit gives rise to the Kondo temperature, TK / exp( =g). In the thermodynami limit the rapidities form strings. The string hypothesis, however,
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is not valid for small systems. Here the rapidities an have real values or be
pairs of omplex onjugated numbers.
The partition fun tion Q is a produ t of three fa tors, Q = Ql6=s Qq QK:
(i) Sin e s-waves an be split o, Ql=
6 s arises from all ele tron states other
than s-waves, (ii) the harges of the s-states are free and de oupled from the
spin degrees of freedom, Qq , and (iii) the spin ontribution of the s-waves
and the impurity yields QK . Here we study the ee ts of the last fa tor.
For N = 2 there are three spins (in luding the impurity) su h that the
spin spa e onsists of 8 states, lassied a ording to their Sz proje tion.
The Sz = 3=2 state is the Bethe Ansatz va uum with zero energy. There are
three M = 1 states hara terized by a real spin rapidity that satises
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is the energy. Note that J = 3=2 yields a non-physi al solution, rstly
be ause it has the same energy as the va uum, but a spin-ip allows the
parti les to rearrange, redu ing the energy. Se ondly, in the limit of a deoupled impurity (g ! 0) it does not have a solution for the same bran h of
the ar tan fun tion. For J = 3=2 we have  = 1. Two limits are of speial interest: (i) for g ! 1 the impurity is strongly oupled to the host and
the system a ts like a ring of three sites (E = 2n=3L, with n = 1; 2; 3),
and (ii) for g ! 0 the impurity is de oupled and the behavior is that of two
sites (E = n=L, with n = 0; 1; 2). The energy spe trum as a fun tion of
g 1 is shown in Fig. 1(a). Here F is the ferromagneti va uum state and
J denote the states with one real rapidity. The remaining four states are
obtained by reversing all the spins.
The partition fun tion for the spin se tor is
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The Curie onstant (T ) and the entropy as a fun tion of T L for g = 0; 1 and
1(b) and 1( ), respe tively. The dis rete spe trum
yields an exponential a tivation at low T . Note that, sin e N is even, the
ground state has a remaining spin 1/2. In ontrast to the innite system it
is not possible to extra t the impurity ontribution in the present ase.
The gaps de rease with in reasing parti le size and in the thermodynami
limit the nite size orre tions to the energy are given by the onformal
towers. The gaps are then innitesimal and the system is a Fermi liquid, i.e.

1 are displayed in Fig.
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Fig. 1. (a) Energy levels, EL= , as a fun tion of g 1 , (b) Curie onstant, T , and
( ) entropy, S , as a fun tion of T L (for L = 1) for g = 0; 1 and .

1

 is nite and the spe i heat is proportional to T . In this limit the ee ts
of the impurity an be separated from those of the host (L 1 orre tions).
The ompetition of TK with the nite size of the system is best seen
in the dependen e of the energy levels on the oupling onstant, g 1 =
 1 ln(D=TK ). The variation of the energies with g 1 is largest for small
g 1 , orresponding to large TK . For large g 1 the Kondo temperature is

mu h smaller than the level spa ing and the ee t of the Kondo oupling is
only weak. This rossover is similar to the one found in Ref. [3℄.
A Kondo impurity embedded into a small parti le is equivalent to a single
ele tron quantum dot in the Coulomb blo kade regime oupled to a short
quantum wire. Due to the quantization of the energy levels the system at low
T is rather stable to ele tri and magneti elds. Small hanges in the bias
voltage do not ae t the quantum dot, be ause the spin and harge se tors
are de oupled. The T = 0 magnetization shows plateaus as a fun tion of
eld and an be hanged with a magneti tip. The steps are rounded o at
low T , but the step stru ture remains, su h that the system ould be used
as a magneti storage devi e.
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